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ABSTRACT

Introduction Innovative approaches are needed to design
robust clinical decision support (CDS) to optimize hospital
glycemic management. We piloted an electronic medical
record (EMR), evidence-based algorithmic CDS tool in an
academic center to alert clinicians in real time about gaps
in care related to inpatient glucose control and insulin
utilization, and to provide management recommendations.
Research design and methods The tool was designed
to identify clinical situations in need for action: (1) severe
or recurrent hyperglycemia in patients with diabetes: blood
glucose (BG) ≥13.88 mmol/L (250 mg/dL) at least once or
BG ≥10.0 mmol/L (180 mg/dL) at least twice, respectively;
(2) recurrent hyperglycemia in patients with stress
hyperglycemia: BG ≥10.0 mmol/L (180 mg/dL) at least
twice; (3) impending or established hypoglycemia: BG 3.9–
4.4 mmol/L (70–80 mg/dL) or ≤3.9 mmol/L (70 mg/dL); and
(4) inappropriate sliding scale insulin (SSI) monotherapy in
recurrent hyperglycemia, or anytime in patients with type
1 diabetes. The EMR CDS was active (ON) for 6 months for
all adult hospital patients and inactive (OFF) for 6 months.
We prospectively identified and compared gaps in care
between ON and OFF periods.
Results When active, the hospital CDS tool significantly
reduced events of recurrent hyperglycemia in patients
with type 1 and type 2 diabetes (3342 vs 3701, OR=0.88,
p=0.050) and in patients with stress hyperglycemia (288
vs 506, OR=0.60, p<0.001). Hypoglycemia or impending
hypoglycemia (1548 vs 1349, OR=1.15, p=0.050)
were unrelated to the CDS tool on subsequent analysis.
Inappropriate use of SSI monotherapy in type 1 diabetes
(10 vs 22, OR=0.36, p=0.073), inappropriate use of SSI
monotherapy in type 2 diabetes (2519 vs 2748, OR=0.97,
p=0.632), and in stress hyperglycemia subjects (1617 vs
1488, OR=1.30, p<0.001) were recognized.
Conclusion EMR CDS was successful in reducing
hyperglycemic events among hospitalized patients with
dysglycemia and diabetes, and inappropriate insulin use in
patients with type 1 diabetes.

Significance of this study
What is already known about this subject?
►► The positive impact of clinical decision support on

healthcare processes, implementation of guidelines,
and clinical benefits is expanding.

What are the new findings?
►► In this study, we present the development, testing and

benefits of an innovative real-time clinical decision support tool synchronized to clinicians’ workflow that recognizes gaps in glycemic control and management, and
provides evidence-based recommendations.
►► This tool’s novel design capitalizes on iteratively
identifying common data elements in the electronic
health records for glucose control and insulin practices in different hospital populations departing from
safe or recommended clinical guidelines.

How might these results change the focus of
research or clinical practice?
►► This work provides a framework for advancing

health information technology through clinical decision support applying timely, up-to-date, efficient
and evidenced-based recommendations in real-time
individualized to patients, while fostering better outcomes within learning healthcare systems.
►► This is a novel real-time clinical decision support tool
that identifies dysglycemia and inappropriate insulin
use in the hospital, and notifies clinicians through
the EMR about these gaps in care and presents recommendations for management.
►► It offers automated and iterative identification of
scenarios departing from glycemic goals or optimal
diabetes practice.
►► It suggests how clinical decision support may drive
practice performance and reduces undesirable clinical
events.
►► It outlines a framework for optimization of hospital
glycemic management through clinical decision
support with great potential for improving clinical
and economic outcomes.

INTRODUCTION
The year 2020 is the proposed target for
the Institute of Medicine when most clinical best evidence while fostering learning healthdecisions will be supported by timely, up-to- care systems and offering the most approdate, and accurate information reflecting priate care to each patient.1 Well-developed
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inpatient diabetes care guidelines and careful transitions
of care aligned with standards of practice recommendations are needed. This notion gains additional relevance
considering that hyperglycemia and hypoglycemia events
in hospitalized individuals are associated with unfavorable outcomes including greater morbidity and mortality
risk.2–4 Adequate inpatient glycemic control is encouraged by the evidence of improved clinical outcomes
and satisfactory utilization of hospital resources such as
reductions in hospital stay and readmission rates.2–4 Standards for inpatient diabetes care are well defined, and
management programs are expected to occur within
health systems that support best practices and promote
optimal clinical performance. The goal is to provide the
highest quality and the safest care across hospital populations while considering an individualized approach to
patient care based on best evidence using approaches
that promote learning health systems.1
Many challenges in the practice of diabetes care in the
hospital limit clinicians’ performance. There is significant complexity in data gathering and processing in the
electronic health records for the evaluation of diabetes,
glucose control, and insulin treatment in acutely ill
patients.5 Furthermore, many practice barriers exist
among multiple providers from different disciplines
and levels of training. These obstacles seem to prevail
despite advocacy for improvement of clinical practices
and health systems.6–17 These are recognized deficiencies
in practice performance and healthcare delivery in the
inpatient setting and transitions of care.5 13–15 18 Regardless of these barriers, inpatient diabetes care warrants
providers’ optimal performance to meet expected care
goals, and hospitals’ teams to stand accountable for the
provision of the safest and most effective care. There is a
need to identify and test innovative ideas to improve the
quality of diabetes care in hospitals.
The use of computable knowledge related to person-
specific health information intelligently filtered and
processed and presented in the right context to facilitate clinical decisions to enhance health and healthcare
represents clinical decision support (CDS).19 Evidence of
effective development of CDS on healthcare processes,
adoption of guidelines, clinical and economic outcomes
is growing.20 In diabetes, evidence of the benefits of CDS
mostly derives from ambulatory settings.21 22 Hospital
benefits for diabetes have been mostly shown in studies
using computerized physician order entry systems,
connectivity technology-based intervention of point of
care blood glucose transfer for analysis, case finding of
in-need patients, and integrated algorithms for insulin
dosing and adjustments.23–30 Most studies have been
observational and descriptive. Reported benefits include
lower mean blood glucose, less use of sliding scale insulin
(SSI), and greater use of basal-bolus insulin regimen.23
Prospective randomized and non-
randomized studies
demonstrated an increased proportion of blood glucose
levels within range and/or reduced hypoglycemia.24
Programs using diabetes management teams count on a
2

beneficial resource; however, this service is not available
to all hospitals. Given the high prevalence of dysglycemia
in hospitals, there is a need for finding more inclusive
innovative solutions to address disparities in hospital
resources. The Office of the National Coordinator calls
for advancing Health Information Technology (HIT)
capabilities on CDS while promoting quality measures
and driving innovation to apply best evidence and choices
leading to better outcomes.31
This work presents the development of a real time
CDS tool for management of patients with diabetes and
dysglycemia in the hospital. We capitalize on a design
that circumvents barriers that jeopardize adequate
management and reduces the burden of data gathering
and processing. We hypothesized that this diabetes CDS
tool will reduce scenarios of recurrent and severe hyperglycemia and hypoglycemia and inappropriate utilization
of insulin therapy through the provision of recommendations in the context of practice. We report the impact
of this tool on reducing prevalent gaps in glycemic care
in the hospital and present how our findings support
improvements in practice performance and quality of
care.
RESEARCH DESIGN AND METHODS
CDS tool development and utilization
The design of this CDS tool considered hospital diabetes
management departing from best practice or from desirable outcomes, which we coined ‘gaps in care’. The tool
notified providers in real time through the electronic
medical record. These ‘gaps in care’ scenarios included
uncontrolled glycemia and suboptimal insulin treatment choices, encompassing two important domains of
hospital management: glucose control and insulin therapy.
Diabetes clinical practice guidelines2–4 and expert
opinion (APL and GU) informed the set of criteria for the
definition of ‘gap in care events’. Additionally, practice
guidelines provided reference to evidence-based recommendations for glucose targets and insulin management approaches.2–4 In the domain of glucose control
requiring treatment adjustment, abnormal blood glucose
was categorized as severe hyperglycemia (blood glucose
≥13.88 mmol/L (250 mg/dL at least once) or recurrent
hyperglycemia in subjects with diabetes or recurrent
hyperglycemia in stress hyperglycemia (blood glucose
≥10.0 mmol/L (180 mg/dL) at least twice, 3 hours apart),
and impending hypoglycemia or established hypoglycemia (any blood glucose 3.9 to 4.44 mmol/L (70–80 mg/
dL) or ≤3.9 mmol/L (70 mg/dL), respectively). In the
domain of insulin therapy, inappropriate insulin use
was defined as use of SSI monotherapy (no scheduled
basal or prandial insulin in active orders) in subjects with
recurrent hyperglycemia (blood glucose ≥10.0 mmol/L
(180 mg/dL) at least three times, 3 hours apart), whether
with stress hyperglycemia in those without a diabetes
diagnosis, or patients with type 2 diabetes, or anytime
in patients with type 1 diabetes. The identification of
BMJ Open Diab Res Care 2021;9:e001557. doi:10.1136/bmjdrc-2020-001557
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type 1 and type 2 diabetes was based on International
Statistical Classification of Diseases and Related Health
Problems (ICD-10) codes and Systematized Nomenclature of Medicine Clinical Terms (SnoMed CT) captured
as a discrete data elements. Stress hyperglycemia was
recognized by the absence of an ICD-10 or SnoMed CT
codes for diabetes. The tool was designed considering
characteristics emulating clinical practice, hospital workflow and decision making. It considered time needed
for providers to execute recommendations and observe
change effects. The program assessed the rules to identify
gaps in care 24 hours from previous. The appearance of
new alerts was programmed between 12–48 hour periods
depending on the urgency of the scenario. Gap in care
recognition and recommendations messages could be
evoked any time from admission if criteria were present
for scenarios requiring more immediate attention, such
as hypoglycemia or impending hypoglycemia, and type
1 diabetes patients only receiving SSI monotherapy.
Messages related to hyperglycemia were evoked when
repeated elevated glucose values were present, which for
new admissions was usually several hours from admission.
Repeated messages were restricted to 48 hours (hyperglycemia), 24 hours (hypoglycemia and inappropriate
insulin in type 2 diabetes and stress hyperglycemia)
and 12 (inappropriate insulin in type 1 diabetes) from
the previous. When undesirable criteria were no longer
present, gap in care event messages were no longer
evoked. Our tool design excluded alerts for hyperglycemia if the endocrinology service was managing. This
intended to avoid simultaneous recommendations to
admitting teams deriving from the tool and endocrine
service. This also intended to reduce result bias since
better management of hyperglycemia is anticipated for
patients under care of endocrinology services.
The design of the CDS tool was based on a conceptual model that recreated the common clinical scenarios
described representing gaps in care in hospital glucose
management. A team composed by clinicians, nurses,
data management specialists, information technology
developers, and biostatisticians convened regularly to
iteratively recreate these scenarios and to program rules
enabling tool functionality… Descriptors and identifying factors of gaps in care were aggregated to develop
algorithmic workflows. These workflows were used to
program data queries of nested electronic health records
data elements to identify cases in real time. Upon identification of cases, individualized messages appeared in
the record of patients for the admitting providers or
members of the primary team to consider for management. The concepts included in the model are: (A)
descriptors of gap in care scenarios, (B) execution
factors and (C) clinical recommendations. Descriptors
of gap in care scenarios included patients’ demographics
such as age ≥18 years, factors departing from standard of
care recommendations observed in practice guidelines,
presence or absence of diabetes diagnosis, and hospital
setting where patients were admitted. Only the inpatient
BMJ Open Diab Res Care 2021;9:e001557. doi:10.1136/bmjdrc-2020-001557

setting was considered in the model for hyperglycemia or
for inappropriate insulin use as SSI monotherapy. Inpatient, same-day admission, observation and emergency
department settings were considered in the model for
hypoglycemia given the immediacy of attention required
regardless of hospital location. The hospital’s hypoglycemia management protocol was not dependent on this
tool. Execution factors included workflow logistics such
as timing specifications for search of abnormal glucose
criteria or insulin treatment, and provider attribution
for messages. Clinical recommendations offered by the
tool’s messages encompased practice guidelines, expert
clinical acumen, and hospital resources. The content of
evoked messages corresponding to gaps in care was in
alignment with recommended clinical practice guidelines. Automated messages were uniquely composed to
denote the individualized problem detected; a statement
emphasizing potential outcomes to incentivize thinking
and action; patients’ specific glucose data trends; and
management recommendations supported by scientific
evidence. The management recommendations outlined
in the message included glycemic targets, insulin initiation and titration recommendations, and an access link
to literature for more comprehensive information as
needed. Figures 1–3 show three representative examples
among several alert notifications and recommendations
offered by the tool. These correspond to events of hypoglycemia, stress hyperglycemia, and insulin sliding scale
monotherapy in a patient with type 2 diabetes with recurrent hyperglycemia. Our design employed an expert peer
review process to ratify recommendations corresponding
to gaps in care scenarios. This included iterative feedback
on content, language and clarity of messages that substantiated applicability and integration of the program.
In order to prevent inadequate repetition of gaps
in care, in the design of this tool we considered time
required for decision making and to observe effects of
management changes applicable to routine clinical
practice. These messages corresponding to gaps in care
were presented in the EMR as synchronous alerts when
providers were in the record of corresponding patients
in real time. This design presented the information in a
way that intended to facilitate learning about the gap in
care scenarios and their management while situated in
the context of clinical practice.
Process of validation and implementation in clinical practice
Findings of a previous qualitative needs assessment
study using semistructured interviews of clinicians
denoted their interest in having support for glucose
management in the hospital using information technology. The perspectives of inpatient providers ratified
a need of clinicians, and endorsed the development of
the CDS tool and its implementation program.32 Prior
to the integration of the tool in the clinical EMR environment, we conducted an exhaustive authentication
process. This consisted in direct chart audits for accuracy verification of algorithmic workflows enabling cases
3
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Figure 1

Example of alert notification and management recommendations for hypoglycemia.

detection. This assessment of precision reaffirmed the
expected reliability of the tool. We conducted random
audits during each ON and OFF periods of the study
demonstrating complete alignment between design
and product. Prior to the introduction of this CDS tool
to hospital clinical practice, the program was endorsed
by the hospital’s chief medical office. In order to inform
hospital providers of this new practice resources, we
carried a communication agenda of in-person informational sessions to inpatient clinical services and email
announcements by the study lead (APL).
Study design
The study population included subjects ≥18 years of
age admitted to the emergency department, observation units, inpatient units or same-day admission with
or without diabetes among whom gaps in care could
have been identified. We piloted the tool across all adult
hospital services and in all intensive and non-intensive
inpatients units and the emergency department at an
4

academic quaternary care medical center during the
period from March 2018 to February 2019. This prospective intervention encompassed four alternating phases
lasting 3 months each. There were two active phases
(ON period) representing 6 months of study time from
March to May and from September to November 2018
and two inactive phases (OFF period) representing 6
months of control period from June to August 2018,
and from December 2018 to February 2019. To avoid
crossover bias, we excluded from the analysis the gap
in care events that were identified for patients crossing
from the ON to OFF and from the OFF to ON periods.
During the ON period of the study, the gaps in care
scenarios recognized in the records of patients evoked
alerts messages and disease management recommendations for clinicians in real time for their consideration.
During the OFF period, the tool only recorded gaps in
care events, but alerts were inactive for viewing. Data
related to the study population (based on all adults
BMJ Open Diab Res Care 2021;9:e001557. doi:10.1136/bmjdrc-2020-001557
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Figure 2 Example of alert notification and management recommendations for stress hyperglycemia. NPH, Neutral Protamine
Hagedorn; NPO, nil per os or nothing by mouth.

hospital admissions) and demographics of the study
sample and control (pertinent subjects in whom gaps
in care events were detected) were captured using SAP
Business Objects Business Intelligence software.
Statistical analysis
All analyses were performed using SAS V.9.4. The data
are summarized in two ways: patient demographic
characteristics based on the patient (table 1) and gap
in care events characteristics based on the admission
(table 2). All included patients had at least one gap in
care detected in their EMR during the study period
BMJ Open Diab Res Care 2021;9:e001557. doi:10.1136/bmjdrc-2020-001557

because the tool recognized only those meeting the
criteria for gaps in care. The proportions of admissions with at least one gap in care event were compared
between study periods using a binomial generalized
estimating equations (GEE) model to account for the
correlation between multiple admissions for the same
patient, and ORs were used to quantify the magnitude
and direction of the differences. The counts of gap in
care events were compared between and within study
periods, and between clinical services using this same
GEE approach but with Poisson regression instead,
5
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Figure 3 Example of alert notification and management recommendations for inappropriate insulin sliding scale as
monotherapy in a patient with type 2 diabetes with recurrent hyperglycemia.

and incidence rate ratios (IRRs) were used to quantify
the magnitude and direction of the differences. The
logarithm of the length of stay was used as an offset
for the Poisson regression since the length of stay for
each admission varied from less than 1 day to over 86
days. The p values in table 2 are adjusted for multiple
comparisons using the false discovery rate method.33
RESULTS
The adult hospital population during this pilot project
was represented by 52 611 persons with or without
diabetes admitted within 12 months to all medical and
surgical services in inpatient, observation, and same-day
admission units, and emergency department. There
was a total of 15 454 admissions (inpatient status) corresponding to patients with or without diabetes in whom
decision support recommendations could have been
evoked if criteria were met for dysglycemia or inappropriate insulin use. These included 4027 patients with type
2 diabetes, 334 with type 1 diabetes, and 11 093 without
diabetes. Table 1 presents a demographic summary
represented by 3588 admitted subjects in whom gaps in
6

care were recognized and alerts with recommendations
evoked in their electronic medical records during the
ON or OFF periods, but not crossing over periods. Most
subjects were middle aged and had a similar distribution of gender with some male predominance. Race and
ethnicity distribution is shown. Most gaps in care events
were evoked among subjects admitted to non-intensive
care and medical services.
There were 18 564 gaps in care events evoked for
abnormal glucose control and/or inappropriate insulin
use among 3807 subjects during the entire pilot period.
After exclusion of patients crossing over periods (ON to
OFF or OFF to ON) the final patient sample was 3588
ascribing to 4961 total admissions. We excluded 2531
gap in care events evoked in patients whose hospitalization crossed over study periods. Of the final 16 033
gap in care events, fewer occurred during the ON
period (7707, mean=3.12) than during the OFF period
(8326, mean=3.35) although not statistically significant
(IRR=0.97, 95% CI 0.92 to 1.03, p=0.438). Categorized by
specific scenarios describing gaps in care, the following
number of events and percentage of admissions with
BMJ Open Diab Res Care 2021;9:e001557. doi:10.1136/bmjdrc-2020-001557
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Table 1 Demographics and admission characteristics of
study subjects
Variable

Total* (N=3588)

Age (years)
 Unknown

63.90±15.06
90 (2.5)

Gender
 Female

1553 (43.1)

 Male

1970 (54.4)

 Unknown

90 (2.5)

Race
 Asian

54 (1.5)

 African-American

247 (6.9)

 Caucasian

2948 (82.2)

 Other

238 (6.6)

 Unknown

101 (2.8)

Hispanic
 Yes

207 (5.7)

 No

3271 (91.2)

 Unknown

112 (3.1)

Number of admissions

1.38±0.93

Patients with readmission

786 (21.9)

Medical service of first alert
 Surgical

1191 (33.2)

 Obstetrics/Gynecology

40 (1.1)

 Medical

2356 (65.7)

 Unknown
ICU for first alert

1 (0.0)
430 (12.0)

*Mean±SD or n (%).
ICU, intensive care unit.

at least one event were evoked during ON versus OFF
periods respectively: (1) recurrent hyperglycemia in
subjects with type 1 or 2 diabetes (3342 vs 3701, 64.2%
vs 66.9%, OR=0. 88, 95% CI 0.79 to 0.98, p=0.050), (2)
recurrent hyperglycemia in subjects with stress hyperglycemia (288 vs 506, 7.5% vs 12.5%, OR=0.60, 95% CI
0.51 to 0.72, p<0.001), (3) hypoglycemia or impending
hypoglycemia (1548 vs 1349, 36.8% vs 33.2%, OR=1.15,
95% CI 1.02 to 1.29, p=0.050), (4) inappropriate insulin
use as SSI monotherapy in subjects with type 1 diabetes
(10 vs 22, 0.2% vs 0.6%, OR=0.36, 95% CI 0.13 to 0.97,
p=0.073), (5) inappropriate insulin use as SSI monotherapy in subjects with type 2 diabetes (2519 vs 2748,
43.2% vs 44.0%, OR=0.97, 95% CI 0.87 to 1.08, p=0.632),
and (6) inappropriate insulin use as SSI monotherapy in
subjects with stress hyperglycemia (1617 vs 1488, 28.1%
vs 23.1%, OR=1.30, 95% CI 1.16 to 1.46, p=<0.001) shown
in table 2.
Greater count of hypoglycemia or impending hypoglycemia events when the tool was active may suggest that
more proactive management of hyperglycemia could have
resulted in an increased rate of hypoglycemia during the
BMJ Open Diab Res Care 2021;9:e001557. doi:10.1136/bmjdrc-2020-001557

ON period. To further evaluate this matter, we conducted
a subsequent analysis to determine whether recommendations to treat elevated glucose or to avoid insulin sliding
scales as monotherapy in patients with hyperglycemia
could have directly predisposed to subsequent hypoglycemia and as a result evoked more gap in care events for
hypoglycemia. We also analyzed whether having been
identified with hypoglycemia or near hypoglycemia by the
clinical decision support tool would result in fewer subsequent hypoglycemic events. We performed an analysis
of the frequency and mean of hypoglycemia gap in care
events in two different ways; (A) after an initial hypoglycemia alert to assess the contribution of the diabetes CDS
tool in preventing subsequent hypoglycemia events and
(B) after an initial non-hypoglycemia alert to determine
whether it promoted subsequent hypoglycemia events.
The mean of hypoglycemia events following a previous
hypoglycemia alert was smaller in the ON (1.78) than in
the OFF (1.87) but did not reach statistical significance
(IRR=1.09, 95% CI 0.91 to 1.30, p=0.438) suggesting that
alerting for hypoglycemia did not prevent subsequent
hypoglycemic episodes. The mean of hypoglycemia
events following a non-hypoglycemia alert was smaller in
the ON (1.69) than in the OFF (1.70) period and not
significantly different (IRR=1.02, 95% CI 0.86 to 1.21,
p=0.846). This indicates that there was not an increase
in hypoglycemic events after the CDS tool alerted for
hyperglycemia or inappropriate insulin use. The values
programed in the tool to alert for hypoglycemia or
impending hypoglycemia were ≤3.9 and ≤4.4 mmol/L
(≤70 and ≤80 mg/dL), respectively. Records of glucose
values representing all first hypoglycemic events during
the pilot were 660 (5.72%) corresponding to at risk or
impending hypoglycemia values between 3.94 mmol/L
and 4.4 mmol/L (71–80 mg/dL); 394 (3.42%) to mild
hypoglycemia with values between to 2.28 mmol/L and
3.9 mmol/L (41–70 mg/dL); and 17 (0.15%) denoting
severe hypoglycemia with values ≤2.2 mmol/L (≤40 mg/
dL). Following initial events evoked, subsequent hypoglycemia events (recurrent hypoglycemia) accounted
for 244 (2.23%) values between 3.94 mmol/L and
4.4 mmol/L (71–80 mg/dL); 202 (1.84 %) values
between 2.28 mmol/L and 3.9 mmol/L (41–70 mg/dL);
and 13 (0.12%) values ≤2.2 mmol/L (40 mg/dL). This
illustrates that the majority of events evoked for hypoglycemia either initial or recurrent corresponded to
impending hypoglycemia, which is important although
less concerning than established hypoglycemia.
We conducted a comparison between both ON
and OFF periods. There was no significant difference
between the number of events evoked for any of the
gaps of care during the first and second OFF periods.
Comparing the two ON periods, the first period showed
a significantly greater number of events and percentage
of hypoglycemia (485, 36.7%) compared with the second
(425, 34.0%) (OR=1.26, 95% CI 1.06 to 1.49), p=0.007),
as well as fewer number and percentage of events corresponding to stress hyperglycemia (54 vs 131, 4.4% vs
7
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Table 2 Gap in care events per admission

Variable

Alerts on
n=2472
admissions

Alerts off
n=2489
admissions

All gap in care events
 Total events across all admissions

7707

8326

 Number of events per admission

3.12±2.93

3.35±3.24

OR
(on vs off)

0.97 (0.92 to 1.03)

Unadjusted
p value

Adjusted
p value

0.347

0.438

Events of hyperglycemia in subjects with diabetes
 Total events across all admissions

3342

3701

 Admissions with at least one event

1586 (64.2)

1666 (66.9)

0.88 (0.79 to 0.98)

0.023

0.05

 Number of events per admission

1.35±1.65

1.49±1.86

0.94 (0.87 to 1.02)

0.12

0.179

 Total events across all admissions

288

506

 Admissions with at least one event

185 (7.5)

310 (12.5)

0.60 (0.51 to 0.72)

<0.001

<0.001

 Number of events per admission

0.12±0.58

0.20±0.70

0.59 (0.46 to 0.76)

<0.001

<0.001

Events of stress hyperglycemia

Events of hypoglycemia or impending hypoglycemia
 Total events across all admissions

1548

1349

 Admissions with at least one event

910 (36.8)

826 (33.2)

1.15 (1.02 to 1.29)

0.023

0.05

 Number of events per admission

0.63±1.08

0.54±1.04

1.22 (1.07 to 1.40)

0.003

0.010

Events of inappropriate insulin use as sliding scale monotherapy in patients with type 1 diabetes
 Total events across all admissions

10

22

 Admissions with at least one event

6 (0.2)

16 (0.6)

0.36 (0.13 to 0.97)

0.044

0.073

 Number of events per admission

0.0±0.09

0.01±0.12

0.12 (0.02 to 0.63)

0.012

0.035

Events of inappropriate insulin use as sliding scale monotherapy in patients with type 2 diabetes
 Total events across all admissions

2519

2748

 Admissions with at least one alert

1069 (43.2)

1096 (44.0)

0.97 (0.87 to 1.08)

0.59

0.632

 Number of events per admission

1.02±1.72

1.10±1.88

0.96 (0.87 to 1.05)

0.38

0.438

Events of Inappropriate insulin use as sliding scale monotherapy in patients with stress hyperglycemia
 Total events across all admissions

1617

1488

 Admissions with at least one event

695 (28.1)

575 (23.1)

1.30 (1.16 to 1.46)

<0.001

<0.001

 Number of events per admission

0.65±1.47

0.60±1.55

1.16 (1.02 to 1.33)

0.027

0.05

1.02 (0.86 to 1.21)

0.846

0.846

1.09 (0.91 1.30)

0.361

0.438

Events of hypoglycemia events following the first non-hypoglycemia event
 Total events across all admissions

668

619

 Number of events per admission

1.69±1.08

1.70±1.19

Events of hypoglycemia events following the first hypoglycemia event
 Total events across all admissions
 Number of events per admission

638
1.78±1.23

523
1.87±1.40

N(%); Effect size = Odds Ratio from binomial generalized estimating equations (GEE) model.
Mean± SD; Effect size=Incidence Rate Ratio from Poisson generalized estimating equations (GEE) model.
IRR, incidence rate ratio.

10.5%) (OR=0.44, 95% CI 0.29 to 0.56, p=<0.001).
When analyzing admitting medical and surgical services
independently, we found that the differences in gap in
care events between ON and OFF periods were consistent with the differences observed in the entire cohort
with few exceptions. The significance found for fewer
events of hyperglycemia among patients with diabetes
was observed in both disciplines combined but not when
8

analysing these disciplines separately. There was no
increase of hypoglycemic events in the surgical services.
To examine the behavior of the tool during the contiguous periods, we compared the findings between the
first and the second ON and OFF periods, respectively.
Both ON periods independently behaved similar to the
two ON study periods together. The first ON period in
comparison with the first OFF showed the same level of
BMJ Open Diab Res Care 2021;9:e001557. doi:10.1136/bmjdrc-2020-001557
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significance for all gaps in care event categories as the
entire pilot cohort with the exception of the events representing inappropriate insulin use as SSI monotherapy in
subjects with stress hyperglycemia. In this category, the
number and percentage of events still remained larger
in the ON period in contrast with the OFF period (348
vs 287, 28.5% vs 24.6%) (OR=0.84, 95% CI 0.71 to 1.00,
p=0.050). The second ON and OFF periods showed statistical differences for all gaps in care event categories in
alignment with those shown in the entire study cohort.
This denoted consistency in the findings across periods.
DISCUSSION
The diabetes CDS program resulted in significant
reduction of events of hyperglycemia among hospitalized patients with type 1 diabetes, type 2 diabetes and
hyperglycemia. Fewer events were recognized for severe
hyperglycemia ≥13.88 mmol/L (250 mg/dL) or recurrent hyperglycemia ≥10.0 mmol/L (180 mg/dL) among
patients with type 1 or type 2 diabetes and stress hyperglycemia during the active period. The use of real-time CDS
tool resulted in a 10% reduction of recurrent hyperglycemia in subjects with type 1 or 2 diabetes, 43% less recurrent hyperglycemia in subjects with stress hyperglycemia,
55% and 8% reduction in inappropriate insulin use in
subjects with type 1 diabetes and type 2 diabetes respectively. The reduction in the number of gaps in care events
suggests that the diabetes CDS tool assisted providers in
making clinical decisions. Decision making in insulin
management remained the judgement of clinicians as the
tool was not designed to over-rule EMR activity or enter
any automated orders or treatment changes. Improving
glycemic control may improve outcome as it has been
well established that dysglycemia and glycemic variability
are detrimental34–36 and that adequate glycemic control
reduces morbidity and mortality in intensive and non-
intensive care settings.36 37
We observed fewer cases of inappropriate use of SSI as
monotherapy during the active period observed among
type 1 and type 2 diabetes patients with recurrent hyperglycemia. However, in type 1 diabetes this did not retain
statistical significance in the adjusted analysis likely due
to the small absolute numbers. The count of gap in care
events for inappropriate use of SSI as monotherapy
among patient with stress hyperglycemia was larger
during the active period. This CDS tool aimed to convey
a sense of urgency by alerting providers about the risk for
DKA in patients with type 1 diabetes receiving SSI monotherapy. Similarly, it intended to heighten the interest in
improving glycemic control among patients with stress
hyperglycemia who were receiving only ISS. In trying
to explain the higher number of innapropriate SSI in
stress hyperglycemia patients, we speculate that the low
response to the messages advocating avoidance of sliding
scales as monotherapy among patients with stress hyperglycemia could be related to the tendency of providers to
omit stress hyperglycemia and fear of hypoglycemia when
BMJ Open Diab Res Care 2021;9:e001557. doi:10.1136/bmjdrc-2020-001557

scheduling insulin.38 39 It is possible that our message
promoting improvement of glucose control could have
been less impactful than if it had actually stated outcome
benefits from reducing stress hyperglycemia. However, it
is not completely understood why the number of events
corresponding the use insulin monotherapy in stress
hyperglycemia was significantly larger during the ON
period. A possible explanation is that by alerting about
stress hyperglycemia provider opted to only prescribe
correctional insulin in some cases thus increasing the
number if events recognizing SSI monotherapy. Clinical guidelines strongly discourage the use of SSI monotherapy in the management of persistent hyperglycemia
of any origin and recommend scheduled insulin either
basal or basal/prandial as clinically applicable.2–4 A
Cochrane study suggests that the evidence in favor of
either SSI or basal-bolus therapy is equivocal.40 Sliding
scale monotherapy was inferior to basal-
bolus insulin
in controlling glycemia and was associated with worse
clinical outcomes among surgical patients with hyperglycemia.37 Using SSI alone is strongly discouraged for
patients with type 2 diabetes or those with stress hyperglycemia given association with increased risk of hospital
complications.37 Basal-bolus insulin therapy is the standard of care for patients with type 1 diabetes, and SSI
monotherapy is contraindicated in patients with type 1
diabetes due to their absolute insulin dependency and
risk for diabetic ketoacidosis.
In the design of this support tool, glucose values
3.9–4.4 mmol/L (70–80 mg/dL) were recognized as
impending hypoglycemia and ≤3.9 mmol/L (70 mg/dL)
as established hypoglycemia. More than half the events
for hypoglycemia that were evoked by the tool were for
impending hypoglycemia. Nonetheless, it is especulated
that intensification of management could have resulted
in an increase of events evident by a larger number of gap
in care scenarios evoked. For this, we conducted additional analyses that concluded the tool did not result in
additional hypoglycemic events. The mean of hypoglycemia events following a previous hypoglycemia alert was
smaller, while the tool was active in the EMR, which may
suggest a trend for prevention of hypoglycemia after an
alert is evoked. Recognizing stringent glucose control at
higher glucose level than the current design will constitute a future optimization to the tool to provide additional support in preventing hypoglycemia.
Commercially available FDA-
approved computerized
software have been used in hospitalized patients to assess
efficacy and safety of intravenous insulin administration, including DKA management. Some have expanded
to programs for subcutaneous insulin therapy. These
programs are automated insulin titration regimens
according to prescribed glycemic targets.41–43 In contrast,
our CDS tool capitalizes on detecting and alerting clinicians about gaps in care, presenting corresponding
aggregated glucose data, and conveying evidence-based
recommendations for management considerations. Our
tool demonstrated its efficacy using bedside point-of-care
9
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glucose values. Given the advances in interoperable HIT
infrastructures and interfacing programming, and as
continuous glucose monitoring systems (CGMS) validation continues making progress, the concept of CGMS
data integrated with diabetes CDS seems a feasible and
exciting innovation. Additional research using these
integrated technologies could lead to discovering how
CGMS and CDS programs may synergistically enhance
recognition of glycemic patterns and assist with more
personalized management of dysglycemia, thus further
optimizing patient care.
Our findings indicating no difference in the number
of gaps in care events during the ON period between
medical and surgical services suggest that providers from
different disciplines respond similarly to the tool. This
evidence presents an incentive to move forward with
initiatives integrating CDS that can be adopted by a wide
range of clinicians across inpatient services. The adult
endocrinology service in our institution is primarily a
consultative service that responds to requests for inpatient management of diabetes from different disciplines.
This CDS tool was not under the supervision of endocrinology and did not have a noticeable bearing on its
practice or number of consults attributed to the service.
However, we consider a limitation not having tangible
evidence about the program’s impact on the number of
endocrine consults during the ON and OFF periods of
the study. Our analysis did not include the proportions
of providers who may have received single or multiple
message corresponding to the same or different gaps in
care evoked by the tool. This limited our ability to determine how single or repeated exposure to these gaps and
to the corresponding standard of care notifications could
have impacted clinicians’ knowledge and practice performance. Even though we captured diagnoses as discrete
data elements in the EMR, a potential shortcoming of the
study is that we may have failed to recognize gap in care
events among patients with type 1 and type 2 diabetes
who did not have diagnosis listed in their EMR. In that
context, if hyperglycemia was recognized, events were
categorized as stress hyperglycemia by the tool until a
diagnosis was documented and became a common data
element.
CONCLUSIONS
This work presents the development and pilot of a
time glucose management CDS tool to recognize
real-
scenarios departing from best practices in the hospital.
We capitalized on a design that recognizes gaps in hospital
diabetes care based on scientific evidence for diagnosis
and management, that circumvents barriers jeopardizing
adequate glycemic control, and that reduces the burden
of data gathering and processing. Our program focuses
on resolving inpatient dysglycemia, and it pioneers a
program that advances the vision of learning health
wide CDS system. This work
systems using a hospital-
proves advancements in a clinical application of Health
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Information Technology to enable quality improvement within a clinical field of major significance. This
approach aligns with goals of learning health systems as
it contributes in closing clinically relevant gaps in care
while understanding effects of the tool through its implementation and in the context of practice.19 20 31 44
We propose that this CDS tool using a case-finding
approach and real-time electronic notifications has promising attributes to improve glycemic care in the hospital.
It enables an innovative form of clinical communication
that can be implemented to lessen the existing mismatch
between the demand and supply of diabetes expertise
in hospitals. It demonstrates positive influence on practice performance without invading or superseding clinical judgement and decision making. It is applicable to
various hospital settings and clinical disciplines. Our
program will subsequently assess the impact of the tool
on important clinical and economic endpoints relevant
to diabetes and glycemic management. Further steps are
needed to provide information about the tool’s ability in
lessening the burden of searching and analyzing disperse
glucose data for decision making and on providers
perspectives and performance.
Future research focusing of the benefits of this CDS
integrated with other modalities of CDS or with continuous glucose monitoring systems is encouraging. This
approach can enable designs correlating glycemic
patterns recognition and predictive analysis thus
providing a greater opportunity to individualize to care.
This actionable program supporting glycemic management in the hospital can accelerate resolving a protracted
multifactorial problem that impacts the lives of millions
of people on a daily basis.
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